Now Accepting Applications For The Following Positions:

**Football Coaching Interns** *(4 positions available)*

Term: Summer; June 1 – August 21

Engagement options: 1) intern for course credit 2) part-time hourly

**Course Credit Details:**
- Fulfillment Requirement: 135 hours
- Pay: $600 stipend

**Part Time Hourly Details:**
- Must be available to coach at least 8 hours per week
- A sliding pay scale will determine hourly rate. Work more, earn more.

**Job Description:**
Coaching interns will assist with operation, instruction of a variety of football camps. Work may also include camp planning, developing visual resources to aid instruction, and capturing camp content for marketing purposes. Ideal applicants should have a strong working knowledge of the sport, be comfortable working with kids, have the ability to give/follow precise instructional details, and be willing to meet high expectations. Most work will occur in North Liberty. Camp sessions are set to run during morning and evening windows (we avoid the midday heat) on Monday-Friday during the term listed above. Flexible scheduling is available though a large majority of the hours will need to occur during the time we’re on the field.

**Lead RedZone League Operations Intern**

Term: Summer + Fall; June 21 – December 1

Course Credit: This internship is available for and required to be taken for course credit.
- Fulfillment Requirement: 270 hours
- Pay: $1500 stipend

The lead RedZone League Operations Intern will serve as the #2 person in command of the RedZone League fall flag football season. This program has 600+ players and 50 teams in 3 age divisions. The lead intern will assist in all administrative efforts associated with this program, too many of them to list out. The summer portion of the internship will involve planning and preparation for the season; the fall portion of the internship will be dedicated to operating the league season, which will include directing other staff, among other duties.

The ideal candidate for this position should be super organized and motivated to work. This is an administrative and executive position that will require planning and executing large and small tasks with precision—oftentimes managing multiple tasks and/or staff members at once. Organization and detail cannot be stressed enough. Candidates should have a working knowledge + interest in sports business and marketing. Strong communication, writing, and communications skills are paramount. Candidates should have strong computer skills, namely email, Excel, Word, & Powerpoint. Proficiencies in graphic design, video editing, photography, and social media are a plus.

Summer working hours are flexible. Must be available on Monday, Tuesday, and Thursday evenings between the dates of August 30 – October 31.
Marketing & Creative Team Intern
Term: Summer; May 1 – Aug 1
Two engagement options: 1) intern for course credit 2) part-time hourly
Course Credit Details:
Fulfillment Requirement: 135 hours
Pay: $600 stipend
Part Time Hourly Details:
For candidates choosing this arrangement, a further discussion regarding contractor/freelance status and engagement terms will be discussed.

This person should bring personality to RedZone’s marketing channels. We’re looking for someone that can sell football, that can blend fundamental marketing principles with new age mediums and trends in sports marketing. The ideal candidate should be able to source, design, and implement marketing campaigns from start to finish, but also be able to work as a team player during larger productions. This person should be comfortable and talented in front of the camera—say, a sideline reporter, yet proficient and technical behind the lens and at the keyboard. An ability to add football knowledge is a bonus, but not a requirement.

This position will require planning and executing large and small tasks with precision—oftentimes managing multiple tasks at once. Candidates should have a working knowledge of and interest in sports business and marketing. Strong communication, writing, and communications skills are paramount. Candidates should have strong computer skills, namely email, Excel, Word, & Powerpoint. Skills in graphic design, video editing, photography, and social media will also be sought.

Flexible scheduling available depending on each candidate’s situation.

RZ League Operations Intern (4 positions available)
Term: Fall; August 15 – December 1
Fulfillment Requirement: 135 hours
Pay: $600 stipend
Course Credit: This internship is available for course credit. It is preferred that interns apply this internship to course credit but not a requirement.

RZ League Ops Interns will assist in the administration of the RedZone League flag football season. Under the direction of a Lead Operations Intern (see above), the season-only interns will primarily be tasked with setup/tear down on gamedays and serving as a game monitor that keeps score, time, player usage stats, and reports results. The primary work for these positions will come in those forms; however, additional work will be necessary in the pre and/or post season that may include equipment preparation, end-of-season wrap up duties, marketing projects, coaching, or others.

Must be available on Monday, Tuesday, and Thursday evenings between the dates of August 30 – October 31. The additional hours that will be necessary outside of the league games can be more flexible.

All applicants can expect to have a Zoom or in person interview scheduled with Tyler Blum at RedZone.

To apply, please submit a resume and a cover letter answering these 3 questions?
What position(s) are you applying for? Applicants may apply for more than one of the available positions.
What attributes and skills do you possess that you believe will make you stand out from other candidates?
Will you be applying this internship for course credit? If yes, please list the major or program you’re looking to apply credit for.

Applications submitted via the Handshake website or emailed directly to redzonefbacademy@gmail.com are acceptable.